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The Vocabulary Can Guide Ontology Refinement

'ice mass'
'anchor ice'
'floating ice mass'
'ice calf'
'land ice mass'
'glacier snout'
'ice cap'
'ice lens'
'ice shelf'
'ice tongue'
iceberg
icefall
'sea ice mass'
'water ice core'

Added & moved some sub-
types
- ice mass
+ glacier
- ice cap
- icefall
- ice lens
+ anchor ice
+ floating ice mass

Some concepts differ by where ice is as well as its 
constituents (salt vs fresh water) like:

 ice shelf  - A floating ice sheet of considerable 
thickness....
            attached to the coast.



  

Some Refinements are easier & direct 
Updating EnvO  Ice Shelf Example – more spatial relations

Updated EnvO Ice Shelf
 'adjacent to' some 'marine water body'

 'attached to' some 'sea coast'

 'formed as result of' some 'mass ice flow'

 'formed as result of' some snowfall

 'has quality' some buoyancy

 'land ice mass'

 partially_surrounded_by some atmosphere'

Old EnvO axioms for Ice Shelf

 formed as result of some glacial transport process

 overlaps some sea coast

 floating ice mass



  

Terrain Terms From SWEET

A beach is a landform alongside a 
body of water which consists of 
loose particles. The particles 
composing a beach are typically 
made from rock, such as sand, 
gravel, shingle, pebbles. ... 
Beaches typically occur in areas 
along the coast where wave or 
current action deposits and 
reworks sediments.
Area features where land meets a 
water body like a sea or ocean
A crater is a bowl-shaped 
depression, or hollowed-out area, 
produced by the impact of a 
meteorite, volcanic activity, or an 
explosion



  

Terrain Vocabulary Sources

● Neuendorf, K.K.E., Mehl Jr., J.P., and Jackson, J.A. (ed.) 2005.
●  Glossary of geology, 5th Ed. American Geological Institute, 

Alexandria, VA. as gathered in the  National Soil Survey Handbook 
(430-629-H, 1 st Ed., Amend. 25, Nov. 2017) which has a  Glossary 
of Landform and Geologic Terms.  

● Not all of the terms were there so wikipedia was my 2nd source.









https://github.com/ESIPFed/sweet/issues/179



https://douroucouli.wordpress.com/2019/05/27/never-mind-the-logix-taming-the-semantic-anarchy-of-mappings-in-

ontologie/
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https://douroucouli.wordpress.com/2019/05/27/never-mind-the-logix-taming-the-semantic-anarchy-of-mappings-in-
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OBO Foundary as Example
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 Foundational Distinctions: Spatial regions & physical bodies are distinct entities 
maybe a problems for an “Integrated” model like EnvO relying on BFO. Some 
domains they lack easily used upper domain reference model and/or ODPs 

  Water Ice/
stuff Glacier Area/

RegionGlacial Feature

TerrainContainer Plays Role Isa Depression

composed primarily of 
some Has Area

Geo Body
(could be off Earth)

Immaterial/Abstract

Geo-
FeatureHas Constituent

Has Spatial
Feature

IsA

IsAIsA

Physical Objects*
are self-connected, have some shape, made
of some material, and occupy some space. 

Shape/Space Feature

Composed primarily of 

* Ontology of Solid Physical Objects: 
colore.oor.net/opo/opo.clif



  

Challenge of Large Systems of Knowledge - “HyperModel Objects” 

We need all these varied disparate model 
entities making a model hyperobject system 

Domain Ontologies(align & 
harmonize)
   EnvO,  Sweet…..

Ontology Design
Patterns

Vocabularies
GCW Glossary

Foundational
Ontologies
BFO
DOLCE

Domain Reference Ontologies
     Terrain
     HyFo….

  Timothy Morton uses the term to explain objects 
(and info) so massively distributed in time and 
space (but related) as to transcend their 
localization.
Info about these objects is a problem that seems to 
defy not only our control but also our understanding.

Skos
zazukozazukozazuko

zazuko

Zazuko



  

The next steps include the following: 

● Distribute notes from the meeting and provide access to slides
● Start of monthly calls the third Wednesday of the month at 2 pm EST. The first  

meeting to be Jan. 22.
● Using ESIP slack channel for discussion
● Panel session on semantic harmonization at US2TS in Raleigh March 9-11, 

2020.
● Session at Summer ESIP meeting July 14-17 (Vermont).
● Possible virtual “Vocamp” on topic of domain harmonization..
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